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The crystal structure of a non-standard peptide, YEA9, in complex with
H-2Kb, at 1.5 Å resolution demonstrates how YEA9 peptide can bind
with surprisingly high affinity through insertion of alternative, long,
non-canonical anchors into the B and E pockets. The use of “alternative
pockets” represents a new mode of high affinity peptide binding, that
should be considered when predicting peptide epitopes for MHC class I.
These novel interactions encountered in this non-canonical high affinity
peptide–MHC complex should help predict additional binding peptides
from primary protein sequences and aid in the design of alternative
approaches for peptide-based vaccines.
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Introduction

The MHC class I consists of a polymorphic trans-
membrane heavy chain which is non-covalently
associated with b2-microglobulin. In 1987, the first
X-ray crystallographic structure of an MHC class I
molecule, HLA-A2, demonstrated that the a1 and
a2 domains combine to form a platform of eight
antiparallel b strands that were straddled by two
long antiparallel a helices.1 A groove is formed
between the helices that identified the binding site
for peptide antigens. Later, when single peptide
complexes for human and murine MHC class I
were determined,2 – 5 the side-chains of certain pep-
tides, called anchor residues,6,7 were shown to fit
into specificity pockets on the floor of the groove.
The amino acid residues that line the peptide-bind-
ing groove determine the individual specificity of
the peptide–MHC interaction. The peptide bind-
ing groove can be subdivided into various pockets

(A–F),8 that are linked by polymorphic residues
that define each MHC allele. The non-anchor pep-
tide residues that point upwards usually interact
with the TCR.

For H-2Kb, anchors are in positions P6 and P9 for
9-mers or P5 and P8 for 8-mers, with preferred
anchors of Phe/Tyr-P5 or P6 and Leu at P8 or P9.
Tyr-P3 in some situations is also preferred. These
anchor residues are usually required for stabili-
zation and high-affinity binding of peptide to
MHC; however, peptides which do not contain the
canonical anchor residues can still bind and be
presented by MHC class I and be targets for (cyto-
toxic T lymphocytes (CTL).9 – 16 It is not clear how
non-standard peptides are presented by MHC
class I molecules. We previously noted a peptide
lacking canonical anchor motifs (YEA9; SRDHS-
RTPM), derived from yeast, binds to H-2Kb

molecules.17 Thus, we determined the crystal struc-
ture of YEA9, at high resolution (1.5 Å), bound to
murine MHC class I, H-2Kb. The YEA9 complex
has given unexpected insights into how high-affi-
nity peptide binding can be achieved by the use of
alternative residues that insert into non-canonical
specificity pockets.
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Results

Identification of a non-canonical peptide
binding to MHC class I, H-2Kb, and
affinity measurements

During the expression of MHC class I molecules
in Drosophila melanogaster cells, yeast peptides
(yeastolate) are added by the manufacturers to the
culture medium and subsequently bind to H-2Kb

and to other MHC molecules when the proteins
are expressed in that medium.17 One of these pep-
tides fortuitously stabilizes H-2Kb and facilitates
its purification.18 Fortunately, very high affinity
peptides added after purification displace these
yeast peptides17,19 and permit purification, crystalli-
zation and structure determination of single
peptide complexes with H-2Kb.5,17,20,21 The pre-
dominant peptide found in the peptide-binding
groove of purified soluble H-2Kb molecules has
been identified as a yeast 9-mer peptide (SRDHS-
RTPM; YEA9) (Table 1). This peptide, which
derives from the yeast a-glucosidase protein, resi-
dues 438–446 (maltase), contains a large polar Arg
residue at P6 rather than the preferred aromatic
Phe or Tyr, similar to the tumor-associated E6
human papillomavirus type-16 protein (RFHNI-

RGRW)16 and the low-affinity MUC1-9 peptide iso-
lated from human Mucin 1, SAPDTRPAP, a tumor-
associated antigen (Table 1).21,22 YEA9 also contains
large P2 (Arg) and P9 (Met) residues that could
possibly act as effective anchors.

We determined the crystal structure of the high-
affinity non-canonical anchor motif peptide YEA9
in complex with H-2Kb and compared it to the
high-affinity canonical anchor motif peptide,
SEV9. The YEA9 peptide, which does not contain
any canonical anchors at P2, P3, P5/6, but does
have large side-chains at these positions, has
relatively high affinity for H-2Kb in the 1028M
range (Table 2). Mutation of Ser-P1 to Ala does not
alter the affinity of the peptide binding to H-2Kb

at 23 8C, but reduces its stability by 20-fold at
37 8C (Table 2). Mutation of Arg-P2 to Ala slightly
reduces the affinity, whereas, mutation of Arg-P6
to Ala destabilizes the complex at 37 8C by about
tenfold. The double Ala mutations at P2 and P6
have an even more pronounced effect, especially
at 37 8C (Table 2). Substitutions at P2 and
P6 indicate these two residues together play a
significant role in peptide binding. Mutation of
P3-Asp to Ala reduces the affinity and stability of
the peptide substantially, indicating that P3-Asp
plays a major role in peptide binding. Mutation

Table 1. Comparison of 8 and 9-mer peptides binding to H-2Kb

Peptide sequence Source Reference

Yeast (YEA9) 17

MUC1 VNTR (MUC1-9) 12

E6, HPV type 16 16

Peptide eluted from H-2Kbw9 26

Peptide eluted from H-2Kbw9 26

Peptide eluted from H-2Kbw9 26

Sendai virus NP324 – 332 (SEV9) 41

Rotavirus VP3585 – 593 42

Chicken ovalbumin257 – 264 (OVA8) 43

Vesicular stomatitis virus NP52 – 59 (VSV8) 44

Synthetic strong agonist for 2C TCR (SIYR) 45

Self agonist for 2C TCR (dEV8) 46

Antagonist for 2C TCR (EVSV) 46

Weak agonist for 2C TCR (p2Ca) 47

MUC1 VNTR (MUC1-8) 12

Amino acids highlighted in red are the standard anchor motifs for peptide binding to H-2Kb molecules.6 Amino acids highlighted in
green are non-standard side-chains found in peptides associated with H-2Kb molecules. The one-letter code for the amino acids is
used. The 9-mer peptides are shown on top, followed by 8-mer peptides. In H-2Kb, the longer 9-mer peptides bulge out between P4
and P6 but the positions of their ends are conserved; hence, the gap introduced between P4 and P5 for 8-mer peptides is to maintain
similar alignment in 8-mer and 9-mer peptides. The crystal structures of SEV9,5 OVA8,17 VSV8,5 SIYR,21 dEV821 and MUC1-8 (accom-
panying paper)15 peptide complexes are known.
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of P9-Met to Ala also significantly decreased the
affinity and stability of the peptide. Mutations of
amino acid residues at positions P4, P5, P7 and P8
had little effect on the affinity of the peptide.
Thus, these Ala substitutions indicate that
positions P2, P3, P6 and P9 play a major role in
peptide affinity and stabilization.

Structure and interactions of the non-
canonical YEA9 peptide with H-2Kb

The crystal structure of H-2Kb-YEA9 at 1.5 Å
resolution was determined by molecular replace-
ment to an Rfree value of 22.2% (Table 3). The final
model consisted of H-2Kb heavy chain, a1-274, b2

microglobulin, b1-99, four carbohydrate moieties
(three at Asna176 and one at Asna86) and all pep-

tide residues. The electron density for the bound
peptide was continuous and well resolved, except
for the side-chain density of Arg-P6 (Figure 1(a)
and (b)). Furthermore, the B-value for Arg-P6 was
high, which is unusual for side-chains correspond-
ing to primary anchor positions. Superposition of
the b-sheet floor of the H-2Kb a1/a2 domain of
YEA9 and SEV9 complexes gave average root-
mean-square deviations (rmsd) for the peptide
Ca positions of 0.97 Å (P1–P4) and 1.58 Å
(P5–P9), although they retain significant similarity
at their N and C termini. An upward bulge
between P5 and P7 (2.5 Å, maximum at P6 Ca)
arises in the YEA9 peptide through non-optimal
fit of the Arg-P6 in the C pocket, and thus, makes
use of the alternative E pocket (Figure 1(c) and
(d)). Such large peptide bulges in murine class I

Table 3. Data processing and refinement statistics

A. Data processing and refinement
Cell dimensions (Å) a ¼ 136:1; b ¼ 88:3; c ¼ 45:7
Rsym (%)a 3.5 (46.7)b

Resolution range (Å) 50.0–1.5 Å
Unique reflections 82,816 (3649)
Data redundancy 3.5 (2.8)
Data completeness (%) 92.9 (82.3)
kI/sl 33.7 (2.1)
Rcryst (%)c 20.6
Rfree (%)d 22.2
Bond length rms deviation (Å) 0.005
Bond angle rms deviation (8) 1.27
Average B values (Å2) (protein (peptide)) 24 (29)
No. water molecules (average B in Å2) 281 (32)

B. Ramachandran plot analysise

Residues in most favored regions (%) 92.1
Residues in additional allowed regions (%) 7.3
Residues in generously allowed regions (%) 0.6
Residues in disallowed regions (%) 0.0

a Rsym ¼ 100½
P

h

P
ilIiðhÞ2 kIðhÞll=

P
h

P
iIiðhÞ�; where Ii(h ) is the ith measurement of the h reflection and kI(h )l is the average value of

the reflection’s intensity.
b Data for the highest-resolution shell, 1.53–1.50 Å.
c Rcryst ¼

P
llFol2 lFcll=

P
lFol; where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes within the set of reflec-

tions used for refinement.
d Rfree ¼

P
llFol2 lFcll=

P
lFol; was calculated for a randomly selected set of structure factors (,10%) and not used in refinement.

e The Ramachandran plot was generated using PROCHECK.39

Table 2. Affinity measurements of YEA9 peptides binding to H-2Kb

Peptide Sequence 4 8C KD (nM) 23 8C KD (nM) 37 8C KD (nM) H-bonds (side-chain of peptide with MHC)

YEA9 SRDHSRTPM 190 90 140
YEA9(1A) ARDHSRTPM 730 86 2700 P1-Lys66 and Glu63
YEA9(2A) SADHSRTPM 180 69 190 P2-Glu24
YEA9(3A) SRAHSRTPM 630 3100 3500 P3-Arg155
YEA9(4A) SRDASRTPM 220 64 360
YEA9(5A) SRDHARTPM 200 40 330
YEA9(6A) SRDHSATPM 140 120 1300 P6-Asp77
YEA9(7A) SRDHSRAPM 380 51 320 P7-Glu152
YEA9(8A) SRDHSRTAM 330 38 330
YEA9(9A) SRDHSRTPA 130 3000 3800
YEA9(2A6A) SADHSATPM 220 355 25000
SEV9 FAPGNYPAL 5 3 30
OVA8 SIINFEKL 6 10 82
VSV8 RGYVYQGL 34 27 163

The affinity values in this Table are the mean of five values. The standard errors of these values are between 10-15%.
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complexes have been noted for H-2Db and H-2Ld,
but are normally caused by peptides having to cir-
cumvent prominent ridges that arise from large
hydrophobic MHC residues on the floor of the
binding groove,23 – 25 which are not present in H-
2Kb (Figure 1(c)). A large backbone sidewards

deviation (,1.0 Å), around P6–P7, is also observed
for YEA9 towards the a2 helix (Figure 1(d)).

The YEA9 peptide complex contains all of the
main-chain hydrogen bonds present in OVA8,
VSV8 and SEV9 peptide complexes,2,5,17 as well
as some additional ones. A unique hydrogen
bond in YEA9 is found between Glua152 O11

and the amide nitrogen at Thr-P7, as a result of
the peptide bulge; similarly a novel hydrogen
bond is formed between the backbone of Thr-P7
and Glua152 (Figure 2(a)). Furthermore, novel
hydrogen bond interactions between the side-
chains Asp-P3 and Arg-155 help anchor YEA9.
In addition, Arg-P2 forms a buried salt-bridge
with Glua24 O12 in the B pocket (Figure 2(b)). It
appears then that Arg-P2 in YEA9 can act as a
substitute anchor and, consequently, does not
allow Arg-P6 to occupy the C pocket due to
steric hindrance and charge repulsion (Figures 2
and 3). A similar situation has been described,
but in this case for an MHC class I mutant H-
2Kbw9, in which Vala9 of the MHC was replaced
by Trp in order to eliminate the C pocket. This
mutation drastically altered the peptide selection
to exclusively 9-mer peptides, where Pro-P3 and
Arg-P5 were predominantly selected as new pri-
mary anchors.26 It was proposed that Arg-P5
would most likely contact the E pocket with
possible salt-bridge and hydrogen bond inter-
actions with Aspa77, Tyra116 and Glua152. It is
interesting to note that a similar arrangement of
Pro-P3 and Arg-P6 residues could act as anchors
for MUC1-9. In YEA9, NH1 and NH2 of Arg-P6
do indeed form hydrogen bonds with Aspa77
Od2 (Figure 2(a)) and from our peptide mutation
studies and affinity measurements, Arg-P6 plays
a role in the stability of the peptide at 37 8C
which is enhanced further with the interactions
of Arg-P2. The human papillomavirus type 16,
E6 peptide has a large non-polar Phe at P2 and
positively charged residues His-P3 and Arg-P6
(Table 1). Presumably, the charge repulsion at P3
or the large P2 residue would repel Arg-P6 from
the C pocket in favor of binding to the E pocket.
In MUC1-9, Arg-P6 could presumably bind in a
similar way to the E pocket rather than the C
pocket, causing a bulge at P7–P9 residues that
would render the C terminus more accessible,
consistent with the observed interactions of
this peptide complex with anti-peptide
antibodies.22

The stability and the affinity of peptides is
dependent on optimally filling the pockets in the
core of the binding groove, and specific anchor
residues are usually necessary for optimal
stability.8,19 The OVA8 structure has large hydro-
phobic residues of Ile-P2 and Phe-P5, which allow
a tight packing in the P2–P5 (C) pocket. VSV8 and
SEV9 have a large side-chain at Tyr-P5/6 in the C
pocket and a large secondary anchor of Tyr and
Pro at P3, respectively; thus, the gap between the
B and C pockets is minimized. Comparison of the
relative filling or occupancy of the H-2Kb B and C

Figure 1. Peptide density and conformations when
bound to H-2Kb. Electron density of YEA9 peptide in
the H-2Kb binding groove: (a) initial Fo 2 Fc map con-
toured at 1.5s prior to any peptide fitting and (b) final
sA-weighted 2Fo 2 Fc map contoured at 1.0s for the
refined structure at 1.5 Å. Comparison of 9-mer peptides:
(c) side view, (d) top view. For comparison, a side view
of QL9 peptide modelled from a bound 9-mer com-
plexed with H-2Ld is shown in (c). H-2Kb residues in
the various complexes were superimposed only on their
b-sheet floors and the resulting peptide overlaps were
produced. The peptide conformations represent their
structures in the H-2Kb bound form. The Figure was
drawn using programs MOLSCRIPT and Raster3D.
Peptide colors are as follows: YEA9, dark blue; SEV9,
salmon; H-2Ld QL9, olive.
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specificity pockets by YEA9 and SEV9 (Figure
3(a)–(c)), OVA8, VSV8 (see Figure 4(a) and (b) of
Apostolopoulos et al., the accompanying paper15)
reveals major differences. As a consequence of
Arg-P6 in YEA9 not occupying the C pocket, but
instead pointing towards the E pocket, a conserved
water molecule W1, as well as W4 and W5 (Figures
2 and 3) are displaced between P6/P7 and the side-
chain of Tyra116. As a result, the aromatic side-
chain of Tyra116 is shifted 1.05 Å (hydroxyl to
hydroxyl) compared to SEV9 to form another
novel hydrogen bond to Glna114 and a water-
mediated hydrogen bond to Glua152 (Figure 2(c)),
analogous to the shifts seen for Tyra116 in
HLA-A2.27 W2 is present in YEA9 as in SEV9,
while W3 is displaced by Arg-P2 in YEA9 (Figures
2(b) and 3(a)–(c)) and W6 hydrogen bonds to

Sera99 (Figure 2(b)). In addition, YEA9 has a
unique water molecule, W7, which hydrogen
bonds to Glua24 and Asna70 (Figures 2(b) and
3(a)).

In summary, the non-canonical peptide YEA9
can still bind to MHC class I with relatively high
affinity despite non-occupancy of the central C
pocket; the B and E pockets now become the prin-
cipal side-chain anchoring positions. Large side-
chains at P2, P6 and P9, and novel salt-bridge or
hydrogen bonds to P2, P3, P6 and P7 residues
contribute to anchoring the peptide in the MHC
groove. Thus, we outline here the first structural
description of a new mode for high-affinity peptide
binding that should be invaluable in the identifi-
cation and prediction of new peptide ligands for
MHC class I molecules.

Figure 2. Comparison of the pep-
tide binding grooves in the H-2Kb

crystal structures. (a) Six structures
were overlapped by superimposition
of the b-sheet floor. The a1a2
helices superimpose closely, with
some side-chain variations at
Lysa66, Asna70, Sera73, Aspa77,
Lysa146, Glua152, Arga155 and
Trpa167. Peptides are shown as a
CaCb trace, except for P1, P5/6 (all
peptides), as well as P3, P6 and P7
of the YEA9 peptide. Novel hydro-
gen bonds not present in other
structures are shown for YEA9
(blue). (b) Side view of YEA9
(blue), SEV9 (salmon) and VSV8
(yellow) peptides showing P2 and
P3 side-chains and P4 CaCb. Hydro-
gen bonds and water molecules in
YEA9 are shown that are not
present in other H-2Kb structures
as well as the side-chain rotamer
differences for Sera99. (c) Side
view of YEA9 and SEV9 peptides
showing the P6 side-chain and P5,
P7, P8, P9 CaCb. Novel hydrogen
bond interactions for YEA9, not
present in SEV9, are shown in blue.
The Figure was generated using pro-
grams MOLSCRIPT and Raster3D.
Peptide colors are as follows:
OVA8, turquoise; VSV8, yellow;
YEA9, dark blue; SEV9, salmon;
dEV8, purple; SIYR, orange.
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Cavities and side-chain flexibility in the central
C pocket

Internal cavities have been associated with
increased conformational flexibility and multiple
side-chain conformations for a single protein.28

A large cavity appears precisely at the C pocket
(P6) in YEA9 (111 Å3), but not in SEV9, OVA8 or
VSV8 (Figure 4). Even though a large cavity is

present in the central C pocket, this does not sub-
stantially decrease the affinity of the peptide. In
this situation, P2 and P6 (and hydrogen bonds at
P3 and P7) must play a role in restoring the affinity
and stability of the peptide complex. A small cavity
(14–26 Å3) is present in the F pocket for all com-
plexes (Figure 4). VSV8 and SEV9 have in addition
only a very small cavity (16 Å3 and 39 Å3, respec-
tively) at the B pocket, whereas OVA8 is almost a
perfect fit for all buried pockets other than
F. Furthermore, the B-value (measurement of the
average displacement of an atom due to thermal
motion, conformational disorder, and static lattice
disorder) of Arg-P6 in YEA9 is high (55 Å2), which
indicates that there is non-optimal local fit, and
possible flexibility in this pocket. The B-values are
low (9–25 Å2) for side-chains pointing into the
MHC groove for SEV9 (P2/6/9), YEA9 (P2/9) and
OVA, VSV8 (P2/5/8), suggestive of a tight fit
(Figure 4). High B-values are found for the
upwards pointing residues of all peptides
(.40 Å2) (Figure 4).

Optimal peptide binding to H-2Kb is critically
dependent upon filling the C pocket, which is not
the case with YEA9. The large cavity present
in YEA9 can be compensated by a large anchor
Arg-P2, which restores some of the lost peptide–
MHC interactions, as well as forming a buried
salt-bridge. Importantly, the displaced Arg-P6
then finds another specificity pocket (E) with
which to interact and forms a novel hydrogen
bond and salt-bridge with Aspa77, which presum-
ably helps stabilize the peptide in the groove. In
addition the hydrogen bond between Asp-P3 and
Arga155 plays a major role in peptide affinity and
stability. Thus, Asp-P3 and both Arg-P2 and Arg-
P6, contribute significantly to the thermal stability
of the YEA9 peptide.

Discussion

The crystal structures of high-affinity, canonical
anchor motif peptides binding to murine MHC
class I H-2Kb, have been previously described for
9-mer SEV9 and 8-mers, VSV8, OVA8, dEV8 and
SIYR peptides (Table 1 and Figure 2).5,17,20,21 These
peptides bind in a canonical manner making use
of the B, C (D) and F pockets with preferential
amino acid residues of Phe/Tyr-C pocket and the
Leu-F pocket. However, until now little structural
information has been available on the binding of
non-standard peptides (peptides not containing
either Phe/Tyr at P5 or P6 and Leu at P8 or P9) to
MHC class I, and whether they differ in their inter-
action with the MHC molecule and, hence, with
the T-cell receptor. It is now clear from a number
of studies that non-canonical anchor motif-con-
taining 8–9-mer peptides can bind to MHC class I
and be targets for cytotoxic T-cells.9 – 16 We have,
therefore, determined the crystal structure of a
peptide lacking the canonical Phe/Tyr-P6 and
Leu-P9 anchors, YEA9 (SRDHSRTPM), in complex

Figure 3. Comparison of occupancy of specificity
pockets in different H-2Kb structures. (a) and (b) The 9-
mer peptides YEA9 and SEV9. For comparison to 8-mer
peptides OVA8 and VSV8, refer to the accompanying
paper.15 Molecular surfaces for the MHC binding groove
(dotted surface) were calculated with a probe radius of
1.4 Å with Insight II (Biosym Technologies, San Diego
CA, USA). The peptides are in CPK space-filling repre-
sentation (backbone, green; side-chains, red) and labelled
P1–P9 or P1–P8. (c) P2 occupies the B pocket, P5/6 the
C pocket and P8/9 the F pocket. Water molecules (W)
rendered as spheres of one-half van der Waals radii are
colored blue.
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with MHC class I H-2Kb, and compared its mode
of binding to peptides that contain the canonical
anchor motifs (Table 1 and Figures 1–4, 9-mer,
SEV9 and 8-mers OVA8 and VSV8). We have also
determined the crystal structure of another
non-canonical anchor motif peptide, which binds
with low affinity, and this is demonstrated in the
accompanying paper.15

The non-canonical anchor motif peptide, YEA9,
binds with relatively high affinity (1028 M range)
by insertion of long non-canonical anchor residues
into the B and E pockets (Figure 3). Due to charge
repulsion and steric hindrance, Arg-P2 in the B
pocket prevents Arg-P6 from occupying the C
pocket, causing a prominent bulge between P5
and P7; as a consequence, Arg-P6 points into the E
pocket displacing a conserved water molecule
(Figure 3). As a result of Arg-P6 now occupying
the E pocket, the C pocket is left vacant, forming a
large cavity, that is not found in the other high-
affinity peptide-H-2Kb complexes (Figure 4). In
addition, Arg-P6 has a very high B-value, indicat-
ing flexibility within this region. Despite this
different anchor interaction, YEA9 binds with
relatively high affinity and is stable at 37 8C. Arg-
P2 forms a novel buried salt-bridge with Glua24
and novel hydrogen bonds are formed between
Asp-P3/Arga155, Arg-P6/Aspa77 and Thr-P7/
Glua152, all of which help anchor YEA9 in the
groove, in addition to Met-P9. It would be
expected that formation of such a large buried
cavity would allow additional water molecules to
enter and would help fill the non-optimally substi-
tuted pockets. YEA9 does not have any additional
water molecules in the C pocket, but has a novel
water molecule (W7) in the B pocket that hydrogen
bonds to the MHC molecule. The absence of
“rescuing” water molecules to bridge peptide and
MHC29 would contribute to a lower stability and
affinity of the peptide. Rescuing water molecules

have also been noted with the glycopeptide
K2G in complex with H-2Db, which does not
have the canonical Asn-P5 anchor, but Ser-O-
GlcNAc, and, as a consequence, the glycosylated
side-chain points upward away from the peptide
binding groove.30 This leaves the C pocket
empty; however, two water molecules help fill
the pocket and hydrogen bond to the side-chains
of the MHC.30

There is great interest in using synthetic peptides
for peptide-based vaccine design. Motifs or canoni-
cal amino acid anchor residues have been the main
focus for identifying peptide epitopes within a pro-
tein sequence. Here, we demonstrated the crystal
structure of a relatively high-affinity peptide, bind-
ing to MHC class I H-2Kb, which does not contain
the canonical Phe/Tyr-P6 but Arg-P6. It is now
clear that peptides lacking canonical anchor motifs
can also bind to MHC class I with relatively high
affinity, and that alternate P2, P6 and P9 residues
can contribute in anchoring the peptide into the
peptide-binding groove in a different way to
standard canonical peptides.5,17,21 These studies are
important as they show that binding of peptide
with high affinity can occur in two ways: (i) by
canonical hydrophobic anchors binding in the C
and F pockets; and (ii) by non-canonical anchors
binding in the B, E and F pockets. This study
represents the first demonstration of the use of
“alternative anchors” that differs from the pub-
lished canonical preferences.5 – 7,17,21 We propose
that sequences that contain xRDxxRxxM/L should
be taken into consideration when predicting poten-
tial T-cell epitopes for H-2Kb from a protein
sequence. Non-canonical anchor motif peptides
could be of value in immunotherapy studies; these
new insights into the unexpected diversity of
peptides that can bind to an MHC molecule
holds promise for design of alternative peptide
immunogens against many diseases.

Figure 4. Internal cavities formed
between the peptide and H-2Kb.
(a) and (b) The 9-mer peptides
YEA9 and SEV9 and compared to
(c) and (d) 8-mer peptides OVA8
and VSV8. The peptide trace is
represented by the B-values (blue
,5 Å2 to red ,45 Å2; B-value scale
bottom right) and oriented from
P1–P8/9. The Figure was generated
with Insight II. Internal cavities
(pink mesh) were calculated using
the program SURFNET48 in the
presence of bound water molecules.
A large internal cavity is found in
the non-canonical peptide complex,
YEA9, compared to the standard
high-affinity peptide complexes
(SEV9, OVA8 and VSV8).
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Materials and Methods

Peptides

SRDHSRTPM, yeast (YEA9); SADHSRTPM, (YEA9-2A);
SRAHSRTPM, (YEA9-3A); SRDASRTPM, (YEA9-4A);
SRDHARTPM, (YEA9-5A); SRDHSATPM, (YEA9-6A);
SRDHSRAPM, (YEA9-7A); SRDHSRTAM, (YEA9-8A);
SRDHSRTPA, (YEA9-9A); SADHSATPM, (YEA9-2A6A);
FAPGNYPAL, Sendai virus NP324-332 (SEV9); SIINFEKL,
chicken ovalbumin257 – 264 (OVA8); RGYVYQGL, vesicular
stomatitis virus NP52 – 59 (VSV8), were synthesized at the
Austin Research Institute, using an Applied Biosystems
model 430A machine. The purity of the peptides
(.95%) was determined by mass spectrometry.

Affinity measurements of peptides bound to
H-2Kb molecules

Affinity measurements for binding of peptides to sol-
uble Kb molecules were performed as described.19,31

Briefly, VSV8 peptide was labelled with 125I (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, Buckinghamshire, UK) using the
Iodogen method. The [125I]VSV8 peptide was purified
using a Sep-Pak column (Waters, Milford, MA). The
specific activity of the peptide was 26,636 cpm/ng. The
competition assays were performed at 4 8C, 23 8C and
at 37 8C as described31 with a few modifications. The
binding studies were carried out in 1% (v/v) fetal calf
serum (FCS) and the free peptide was removed by gel
filtration on Sephadex columns (NAP-5; Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech). The dissociation constants for
unlabelled peptides were determined from the molar
concentrations of unlabelled peptides that gave 50%
inhibition of [125I]VSV8 binding to Kb molecules.

Preparation and crystallization of H-2Kb/
YEA9 complex

The soluble extracellular domains of H-2Kb (heavy
chain residues a1–274 and b2-microglobulin residues
b1–99) were expressed in D. melanogaster cells, as
described.5,18,19,32 The peptide SRDHSRTPM (YEA9) is
already present in the binding groove of “empty” H-2Kb

from the maltase “yeastolate” mixture present in
Schneider’s medium.17 Large single crystals of the
H-2Kb–YEA9 complex were grown in 1.8 M NaH2PO4/
K2HPO4 with 2% (w/v) MPD (pH 7.25) at 22.5 8C with
no addition of any other peptide.

Data collection and structure determination

Prior to data collection, crystals were harvested for
one minute in 1.8 M NaH2PO4/K2HPO4, 2% MPD (pH
7.25) and 1% (v/v) glycerol followed by a five second
soak in mother liquor containing 20% glycerol as
cryoprotectant. Crystals were cryocooled to 2170 8C in
a nitrogen gas stream. X-ray diffraction data were
collected at beamline 9-1 of the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) on a 345 mm MAR
Research imaging plate using a monochromatic wave-
length of 1.025 Å. Images were integrated and scaled with
DENZO and SCALEPACK.33 The H-2Kb–YEA9 crystals
belong to orthorhombic space group P21212, as do the
VSV8 and SEV9 H-2Kb complexes.5 The structure was
determined by molecular replacement using the high-
resolution (1.7 Å) H-2Kb –dEV8 by itself (not the
H-2Kb–dEV8 complex with T-cell receptor (TCR))20 as a

search model (RCSB Protein Data Bank code 2CKB)
with the program AMoRe in CCP4.34 The complex was
refined with CNS,35 by iterative cycles of positional
refinement dynamics, slow-cooling temperature proto-
cols and manual model adjustment. The model was
rebuilt from shake-omit maps28 and sA-weighted
2Fo 2 Fc and Fo 2 Fc maps36 using the program O.37 Pro-
gress of the refinement was assessed by Rfree and by
avoiding divergence between Rcryst and Rfree.

38 Analysis
of the final model with PROCHECK39 showed 92.1% of
the residues are in the most favored regions of the
Ramachandran plot, with none in disallowed regions.
The YEA9 structure is similar to an unpublished struc-
ture at lower resolution previously determined in our
laboratory (PDB access code, 1VAD).40

Protein Data Bank accession codes

The coordinates and structure factors for H-2Kb –
YEA9 have been deposited in the RCSB Protein Data
Bank with accession code 1G7P.
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